Abstract: Time series of vegetation biophysical variables (leaf area index (LAI), fraction canopy cover (FCOVER), fraction of absorbed photosynthetically active radiation (FAPAR), canopy chlorophyll content (CCC), and canopy water content (CWC)) were estimated from interpolated Sentinel-2 (S2-LIKE) surface reflectance images, for an agricultural region located in central Canada, using the Simplified Level 2 Product Prototype Processor (SL2P). S2-LIKE surface reflectance data were generated by blending clear-sky Sentinel-2 Multispectral Imager (S2-MSI) images with daily BRDF-adjusted Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer images using the Prediction Smooth Reflectance Fusion Model (PSFRM), and validated using thirteen independent S2-MSI images (RMSE ≤ 6%). The uncertainty of S2-LIKE surface reflectance data increases with the time delay between the prediction date and the closest S2-MSI image used for training PSFRM. Vegetation biophysical variables from S2-LIKE products are validated qualitatively and quantitatively by comparison to the corresponding vegetation biophysical variables from S2-MSI products (RMSE = 0.55 for LAI,~10% for FCOVER and FAPAR, and 0.13 g/m 2 for CCC and 0.16 kg/m 2 for CWC). Uncertainties of vegetation biophysical variables derived from S2-LIKE products are almost linearly related to the uncertainty of the input reflectance data. When compared to the in situ measurements collected during the Soil Moisture Active Passive Validation Experiment 2016 field campaign, uncertainties of LAI (0.83) and FCOVER (13.73%) estimates from S2-LIKE products were slightly larger than uncertainties of LAI (0.57) and FCOVER (11.80%) estimates from S2-MSI products. However, equal uncertainties (0.32 kg/m 2 ) were obtained for CWC estimates using SL2P with either S2-LIKE or S2-MSI input data.
Introduction
There is international consensus as to the need for global medium resolution (<100 m) mapping of vegetation biophysical variables at subweekly temporal frequency [1] [2] [3] . For agriculture, this requirement is supplemented by the need to monitor the rapid change in the state of vegetation due to plant growth, management practices, water stress, pests and disease [4] . The Global Climate Observing System [3] and expert panels [2, 5] have identified medium and high-resolution space borne multispectral imagers as a suitable source of satellite data records from which products meeting mapping requirements could be derived. The revisit period of multispectral imagers providing systematic global coverage is generally larger than 10 days at the Equator [6] . The ability to meet temporal requirements for mapping is further limited by cloud cover, with a global average probability of 0.7 and substantial temporal persistence between days [7] . These constraints indicate that mapping vegetation biophysical variables at subweekly intervals will require algorithms applicable to a constellation of satellite imagers that together allow for subweekly medium or high resolution estimates of required input reflectance.
The Sentinel-2 (S2) constellation (S2A and S2B satellites), designed to provide satellite data that can be used to globally map land surface variables, provides systematic observations with increased temporal resolutions in comparison to many current medium resolution optical satellite sensors [8] . Together, S2A and S2B provide better than 5-day revisit of the Earth's land using a virtually identical decametric (10-20 m) resolution Multispectral Imager (MSI) [8] . The Simplified L2 Product Prototype Processor 2 (SL2P) can systematically derive five vegetation biophysical variables from MSI surface reflectance data: Leaf Area Index (LAI), Fraction of canopy Cover (FCOVER), Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FAPAR), Canopy Chlorophyll Concentration (CCC), and Canopy Water Content (CWC) [9] . Recent validation studies indicated that SL2P estimates of LAI, FAPAR, and FCOVER using S2-MSI imagery approach user requirements; CCC and CWC exhibit substantial bias although their uncertainty (including accuracy) is typically within user requirements [10, 11] .
Notwithstanding the adequacy of the spectral and spatial characteristics of S2-MSI data or SL2P performance, Djamai et al. [11] showed that the revisit period of the data acquired by a constellation of S2A and the Landsat-8 Operation Land Imager (S2B was not operational at that time) was insufficient to derive cloud-free subweekly observations during the critical growth stages of crops over a study region in central Canada. Wulder et al. [12] similarly report a range of~5 to~23 cloud-free acquisitions from a virtual constellation of Landsat, S2A and S2B sensors over Canada during the growing season. Given the potential for reduced cloud-free observations in more cloudy areas or areas closer to the equator, there is a need to increase the temporal frequency of estimates of biophysical parameters from MSI measurements. Ideally, one would include additional satellites that meet spectral and spatial resolution requirements [13] . However, such a constellation of medium resolution imagers having similar spectral bands as the MSI and with systematic global acquisition does not currently exist. Moreover, even with the current S2A and S2B constellation, there is always the possibility of a malfunction of one of S2A or S2B. In this case, it may be critical to provide a high temporal revisit data stream for services that have built a reliance on such data. It is therefore necessary to evaluate the possibility of using constellations that include sensors with coarse (>100 m) spatial resolution but higher temporal revisit and systematic global coverage. Subsequently, there is a need to develop and evaluate algorithms capable of estimating vegetation biophysical variables by combining frequent revisit coarse resolution observations with data from the S2 constellation and to quantify the uncertainty of these estimates in comparison to either estimates from using only single date S2-MSI imagery or from reference in situ measurements.
Both model based and statistical approaches have been tested for estimating biophysical variables through a combination of imagery with different spatial resolution and spectral bands. Model based approaches rely on a land surface model relating required vegetation biophysical variables to either top-of-canopy or top-of-atmosphere reflectance at the spatial and spectral resolution of each sensor and an algorithm for updating the model to match observations from multiple sensors. Such algorithms are often based on data assimilation techniques [14] [15] [16] that may result in effective variables in the case of model error or simplification or due to error in forcing [17] . Statistical data fusion approaches rely on data driven relationships to produce synthetic parameter maps based on combinations of images from multiple sensors [14, 18] . The statistical relationship can either be developed to combine products or input reflectance quantities. Here we use a statistical data driven method that combines input reflectance for two reasons:
1.
The relationship between input reflectance and vegetation parameters is scale-dependent [19] so one would need to develop and characterize retrieval algorithms for each sensor if products were to be combined.
2.
We use a linear algorithm for combining reflectance quantities [20] that we hypothesize will result in linear estimation errors of both reflectance as a function of differences between actual and assumed temporal changes. In this case, the reflectance estimation error will be a function of the temporal interpolation interval duration during periods of monotonic change in reflectance. Statistical data fusion approaches are widely used for predicting surface reflectance data from clear-sky Landsat and Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) images [21] . The Prediction Smooth Reflectance Fusion Model (PSRFM) for blending Landsat and MODIS images [20] is used here as it showed lower uncertainty in comparison to Spatial and Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Model (STARFM) [22] and Enhanced version of STARFM (ESTARFM) [23] over a mixed land cover region in central Canada [20] . As a result, PSRFM was adapted to S2-MSI and applied to clear-sky S2-MSI images and daily Nadir BRDF adjusted MODIS products (MCD43A4) to produce daily synthetic S2-LIKE surface reflectance images. Subsequently, SL2P was employed to estimate vegetation biophysical variables (LAI, FCOVER, FAPAR, CCC and CWC) from the S2-LIKE surface reflectance images.
Previous studies have tested ESTARFM for blending coarse and fine resolution LAI products [24] [25] [26] [27] . This approach will include both the additional uncertainty within the coarse resolution LAI algorithm, that also must be specified for use in ESTARFM, and more importantly does not simultaneously retrieve multiple biophysical parameters in a consistent manner. Dong et al. [28] used ESTARFM to estimate LAI from interpolated reflectance using an empirical vegetation index relationship specific to wheat but validated modelled biomass rather than estimated LAI. Our study is novel in that (i) it uses PSFRM that has been shown by [20] to have lower reflectance prediction uncertainty than ESTARFM (ii) it uses globally applicable algorithms (Sen2COR and SL2P) rather than a local empirical algorithm (iii) both the algorithms and their validation are applied to multiple simultaneously derived parameters as may be required, for example, by crop models (iv) it validates both reflectance and parameter estimates over a range of different crop types in a mixed land cover region that, in principle, should be more challenging for calibration of PSFRM than areas with relatively uniform cover. In this sense, our study addresses two research questions:
1.
Can we retrieve vegetation biophysical variables from synthetic S2-LIKE images with subweekly frequency in mid-latitude regions? 2.
What is the uncertainty of vegetation biophysical variables estimates from S2-LIKE images compared to estimates from S2-MSI images and in situ data and how does the uncertainty change with temporal gap size.
The study period spans the growing season of a number of crop types from emergence to pre-growth then to senescence /harvest; although in situ validation is limited to the first two phases due to the available field data (also used in [11] ). Considering that SL2P uncertainty is substantially larger than the uncertainty (<5%) reported for PSFRM we hypothesize that, when interpolating within a subweekly interval, vegetation biophysical variables estimated from synthetic S2-LIKE images will agree with estimates from S2-MSI images within the uncertainty of biophysical variable estimates from these latter images. Further, considering that PSFRM assumes a linear spectral relationship between the calibration image and the prediction image we hypothesize that this estimation uncertainty will generally be proportional to elapsed time to the nearest S2-MSI scene used for PSRFM model training.
Study Area and Datasets

Study Area
The study area is located in Manitoba province of Canada, between the latitudes 49. 
S2-MSI Images
Only images from S2-A were used as S2-B was not operational during the study period. S2-A provides a ~10-day revisit cycle with an equatorial overpass time at approximately 10:30 a.m. (descending node) [8] . Table 1 provides details about S2-MSI spectral bands used for estimating vegetation biophysical variables using SL2P processor. More details about S2-MSI are provided at Sentinel-2 dedicated web site [30] .
S2-MSI Top-Of-Atmosphere (TOA) reflectance data were downloaded from the Copernicus Open Access Hub. Fifteen clear-sky and partially clear-sky images (granule tile T14UNA) are available from 1 May 2016 to 30 September 2016 ( Table 2 ). The geolocation accuracy for the study area was ~3 m [11] .
MODIS Images
The MCD43A4 Version 6 Nadir Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) adjusted reflectance (NBAR) daily product was used for this study [31] . MCD43A4 is a 16-day combined product providing 500 m reflectance data at bands designed for land applications (Table 2 ) and adjusted using the bidirectional reflectance distribution function to model the values as if they were collected from a nominal local solar zenith angle of the daily overpass [31] . Each pixel is the representative bidirectional reflectance value from combined MODIS acquisitions on Terra and Aqua satellites, for nadir view and solar position corresponding to the local overpass time, during the 16-day retrieval period. A quality assurance flag for each retrieval indicates if the estimate is processed using the primary algorithm, processed using an algorithm that matches directional albedo only, or not processed. Here, all processed retrievals were used as the retrievals from both the full inversion and magnitude inversion exhibit good linear relationships with observations [31] . Daily MCD43A4 images from 1 May 2016 to 30 September 2016 (151 images) were downloaded from United States Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Explore Data Portal [32] .
In Situ Measurements
In situ measurements of LAI, FCOVER and CWC were collected during the SMAP Validation Experiment 2016 (SMAPVEX16-MB) [33] from 8 and 20 June and 10 to 22 July 2016. Among SMAPVEX16-MB in situ measurement days, three dates match with clear-sky S2-MSI acquisitions ( Table 2) . Thirty-seven (37) sampled fields, with dimensions of ~800 m × 800 m, within the study area are considered for this study (Figure 1 ). For each field, measurements were acquired at three Elementary Sampling Units (ESU) evenly distributed and located at more than 100 m away from the field edge. 
S2-MSI Images
Only images from S2-A were used as S2-B was not operational during the study period. S2-A provides a~10-day revisit cycle with an equatorial overpass time at approximately 10:30 a.m. (descending node) [8] . Table 1 provides details about S2-MSI spectral bands used for estimating vegetation biophysical variables using SL2P processor. More details about S2-MSI are provided at Sentinel-2 dedicated web site [30] . Table 2 ). The geolocation accuracy for the study area was~3 m [11] .
MODIS Images
The MCD43A4 Version 6 Nadir Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) adjusted reflectance (NBAR) daily product was used for this study [31] . MCD43A4 is a 16-day combined product providing 500 m reflectance data at bands designed for land applications (Table 2 ) and adjusted using the bidirectional reflectance distribution function to model the values as if they were collected from a nominal local solar zenith angle of the daily overpass [31] . Each pixel is the representative bidirectional reflectance value from combined MODIS acquisitions on Terra and Aqua satellites, for nadir view and solar position corresponding to the local overpass time, during the 16-day retrieval period. A quality assurance flag for each retrieval indicates if the estimate is processed using the primary algorithm, processed using an algorithm that matches directional albedo only, or not processed. Here, all processed retrievals were used as the retrievals from both the full inversion and magnitude inversion exhibit good linear relationships with observations [31] . Daily MCD43A4 images from 1 May 2016 to 30 September 2016 (151 images) were downloaded from United States Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Explore Data Portal [32] . Table 2 . Day-of-year (DOY) of available S2-MSI images (% of cloud cover), synthetized S2-LIKE images (the corresponding subperiod start-end dates) and in situ measurements, as well as the temporal interval (Min_∆T) between DOY of S2-LIKE images and the closest start or end date of the corresponding subperiod period. 
DOY
S2-MSI (Cloud
In Situ Measurements
In situ measurements of LAI, FCOVER and CWC were collected during the SMAP Validation Experiment 2016 (SMAPVEX16-MB) [33] from 8 and 20 June and 10 to 22 July 2016. Among SMAPVEX16-MB in situ measurement days, three dates match with clear-sky S2-MSI acquisitions (Table 2) . Thirty-seven (37) sampled fields, with dimensions of~800 m × 800 m, within the study area are considered for this study (Figure 1 ). For each field, measurements were acquired at three Elementary Sampling Units (ESU) evenly distributed and located at more than 100 m away from the field edge.
LAI and FCOVER were estimated from digital hemispherical photographs using CanEye Version 5.1 following the SMAPVEX16-MB protocol [34] that corresponds in turn to the CCRS protocol for crops [35] . For each ESU, seven downward looking photos were captured from above the canopy using a Digital Hemispheric Photos (DHP) camera with a fish eye lens every 5 m along each of two parallel transects spaced 5 m apart. All the 14 photos were processed together to provide one estimate of LAI and FCOVER per ESU.
CWC was determined using gravimetric methods [34] . One biomass sample was collected at each ESU. For canola, wheat, oats, and alfalfa all above-ground biomass within a 0.5 m × 0.5 m square was cut. However, for corn and beans, five plants along two rows were collected. Knowing the crop density, wet and dry weights were scaled to a 1 m × 1 m area. In situ CWC was estimated by subtracting dry weights from wet weight.
Methodology
Preprocessing of S2-MSI and MODIS Images
Three preprocessing steps on S2-MSI and MODIS images were performed prior to image fusion:
Resampling S2-MSI 10m spatial resolution bands (Table 1) to match the 20m grid using the nearest method integrated in the Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) [36] .
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2.
Converting Top of Atmosphere (TOA) S2-MSI reflectance data to atmospherically corrected surface reflectance data using Sen2Cor processor (Version 2.4.0) [37] . Sen2Cor generates also a Scene Classification Map (SCL) that is used further to mask undesirable pixels from S2-MSI images (only pixels labeled as bare soil or vegetated were retained). S2-MSI and S2-LIKE products were only compared and validated over bare soil or vegetated pixels as identified in the corresponding SCL map.
3.
Reprojecting and resampling MODIS data to match the geographic coordinate system and spatial resolution (20 m) defined for S2-MSI data using the MODIS Projection Tool [38] .
Blending Approach
PSRFM was applied to generate synthetic S2-LIKE surface reflectance data for the six matching spectral bands between S2-MSI and MODIS images (Table 1) . Details regarding the PSFRM algorithm and its performance in comparison to other approaches and reference images are given in [20] . Here we provide a description of how PSRFM was applied over the study area.
PSFRM requires two pairs of input fine and coarse resolution calibration images (Start and End pairs) and uses different coarse resolution images to predict fine resolution images sampled in time between the calibration images. To represent realistic data gaps, separate reflectance prediction models were developed for each subperiods of three successive S2-MSI acquisitions. For example, DOY 122 and DOY 142 were used as the start and end dates when predicting DOY 125, S2-LIKE reflectance images, and later derived parameter maps were then compared to the S2-MSI surface reflectance image or, alternatively, the derived parameter maps for the prediction date. Due to the large fraction of cloud coverage of the image at DOY 202 (66%) and 245 (11%), S2-MSI images of these two dates were not used either as start or end image for PSRFM training. Hence, cloud-free pixels of these images are used only for evaluation. Table 2 (column 3) lists the Start-end dates for each prediction subperiod. The temporal period interval between the evaluated S2-LIKE images dates and the closest Start or End dates for the corresponding superior (noted Min_∆T) is also provided (column 4).
The calibration process involves defining a spatial partition of coarse resolution pixels sharing similar land cover (or at least spectral characteristics) and fitting a linear transformation relating fine and coarse resolution spectra given the mixture of land cover partitions within each coarse resolution pixel. The calibration requires co-located cloud-free fine and coarse resolution measurements.
For each S2-LIKE image, surface reflectance was predicted using forward and backward temporal blending using the start and end images, respectively. We assumed that no land cover type changes occurred during each subperiod as was the case for our study area. ISODATA clustering with fifteen clusters was used to determine clusters on each Start and End image that were assumed to correspond to pixels with similar land cover. For each cluster (c k ), the reflectance change rate ( . r) between the start or end date and the prediction date was determined by solving an equation system based on spectral linear mixing theory [21] and the least squares adjustment method [39] . The forward or backward reflectance estimate at date t (r t ) of band b i at pixel location (x, y) belonging to c k was computed as a linear function of time delay with respect to the Start (S for forward processing) or End (E for backward processing) date (t S/E ) with intercept corresponding to the reflectance at date t S/E (r t S/E ):
After the forward and backward surface reflectance at each pixel were predicted, they were smoothed by the weighted average based on the time difference between the prediction date and start (or end) date, respectively.
Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 1547 7 of 18 For S2-MSI Red-edge bands (b i ; i ∈ {5, 6, 7}) having no matching with MODIS spectral bands (Table 1) , the surface reflectance data at given date (t) was interpolated from PSRFM-predicted Red (b4) and NIR (b8A) bands for the same date (Equation (2)):
f t (x, y) is a calibration coefficient derived for each pixel at date t from the relationship between the reflectance values of bands b i , b4 and b8A at Start and End dates as described by Equation (3):
As PSFRM adapts to the land cover mixture, surface reflectance predictions were performed in the S2-LIKE image only at pixels where at least one of the fine resolution calibration images were cloud-free. The acquisition geometry of each S2-LIKE pixel was specified as the same as the matching (in time and space) MCD43A4 pixel.
Estimation of Vegetation Biophysical Variables
The Simplified Level 2 Processor (SL2P) algorithm [9] was employed to estimate vegetation biophysical variables from each S2-LIKE and S2-MSI surface reflectance image. SL2P was developed to systematically retrieve vegetation biophysical variables from a single S2-MSI pixel measurement. SL2P finds inverse solutions of canopy parameters given the surface reflectance at spectral bands provided in Table 2 , together with acquisition geometry, using a backpropagation neural network trained using a database of globally representative canopy conditions populated using PROSAILH [40, 41] canopy radiative transfer model simulations. For each surface reflectance input, SL2P outputs the expected value for LAI, FCOVER, FAPAR, CCC and CWC. More details about SL2P processor are presented in the Algorithm Theoretical Based Document [9] .
Intercomparison and Validation Strategies
We quantitatively intercompared S2-LIKE surface reflectance with S2-MSI surface reflectance acquired on the same date. Further, we qualitatively and quantitatively intercompared vegetation SL2P biophysical variables maps estimated from S2-LIKE images against the corresponding SL2P vegetation biophysical variables maps from S2-MSI observations for the same date. For quantitative intercomparisons, we used density scatter plots with three statistical metrics: the root mean square error (RMSE) and the bias and slope of the linear of S2-MSI versus S2-LIKE estimates. We also analyzed the uncertainty of the synthetic S2-LIKE surface reflectance images according to the temporal interval (Min_∆t), and the uncertainty of vegetation biophysical variables maps estimated from S2-LIKE images according to the uncertainties of inputs images.
In the second step, we validated vegetation biophysical variables estimated from S2-LIKE images using SL2P by comparison to in situ measurements acquired at the same date. We used scatter plots with the same statistical metrics used for intercomparison. We compared scatter plots and statistical metrics obtained for vegetation biophysical variables estimated from S2-LIKE surface reflectance images to scatter plots and statistical metrics obtained for the corresponding variables estimated from S2-MSI observations. Figure 2 shows density scatter plots between S2-LIKE surface reflectance versus the corresponding S2-MSI surface reflectance for nine spectral bands. Reflectance data from all the images of 13 acquisition dates (Table 2) were merged for the evaluation. The graphs indicate that surface reflectance data
Results
Evaluation of Synthetic Surface Reflectance Images
from the synthetic S2-LIKE images compare well with the corresponding surface reflectance data from S2-MSI observations. Despite the low biases (≈0), slopes (from 0.65 to 0.85 for the different spectral bands) indicated a slight underestimation (overestimation) at high (low) reflectance. In terms of uncertainty, the RMSE between synthetic surface reflectance products and S2-MSI surface reflectance observations was below 6% for all the bands. The correlation coefficient between reflectance prediction error and S2-MSI view zenith angle was small (R 2 between 0 and 0.08) indicating that the variation of S2-MSI view zenith angle had negligible effects on reflectance prediction uncertainty.
As shown in Figure 3 , the uncertainty of S2-LIKE surface reflectance values generally increases as function of the temporal interval to the closest Start or End image (Min_∆ ), except for DOY 142. For DOY 142, low uncertainty (≤5%) was obtained despite the large temporal interval Min_∆ (17 days). The uncertainty of S2-LIKE surface reflectance products remains below 7% for other dates (Min_∆ ranges between 3 and 17 days), except for b6, b7, and b8A on DOY 202. Lower uncertainties are noted for b2, b3, and b4 (up to ~4%); slightly higher uncertainties are noted for b5, b11, and b12 (up to ~6%); and even higher for b6, b7, and b8A (up to ~14% for DOY 202). Visual assessment of input MSI imagery indicated that the DOY 202 the S2-MSI image had residual haze that may be the cause of the higher S2-LIKE reflectance uncertainties on this date. Figure 2 . Surface reflectance data from S2-LIKE product compared to the corresponding surface reflectance data from S2-MSI product (# ~11 × 10 7 samples). As shown in Figure 3 , the uncertainty of S2-LIKE surface reflectance values generally increases as function of the temporal interval to the closest Start or End image (Min_∆T), except for DOY 142. For DOY 142, low uncertainty (≤5%) was obtained despite the large temporal interval Min_∆T (17 days). The uncertainty of S2-LIKE surface reflectance products remains below 7% for other dates (Min_∆T ranges between 3 and 17 days), except for b6, b7, and b8A on DOY 202. Lower uncertainties are noted for b2, b3, and b4 (up to~4%); slightly higher uncertainties are noted for b5, b11, and b12 (up to~6%); and even higher for b6, b7, and b8A (up to~14% for DOY 202). Visual assessment of input MSI imagery indicated that the DOY 202 the S2-MSI image had residual haze that may be the cause of the higher S2-LIKE reflectance uncertainties on this date. 
Evaluation of Vegetation Biophysical Variables Estimated from Synthetic Images
Differences between pairs of vegetation biophysical variables maps estimated using SL2P from S2-MSI and S2-LIKE images were qualitatively analyzed. Figure 4 shows an example of LAI maps derived on DOY175 and the corresponding prediction error map (the difference between LAI map derived from S2-MSI image and the corresponding map derived from S2-LIKE image) and histogram. Similarly, maps and histograms are generated and analyzed for other biophysical variables and dates (not shown). Generally, visual assessment indicated (1) high spatial correlation between biophysical variables maps (from 0.64 to 0.98, except for DOY 202) and (2) no particular spatial pattern of prediction error: higher prediction error was generally noted for high biophysical variable values (Figure 4a-c) . Quantitatively, residuals indicated zero-centered Gaussian distributions for the prediction error for all the biophysical variables at all dates except for DOY 202 (e.g., Figure 4d ). 
Differences between pairs of vegetation biophysical variables maps estimated using SL2P from S2-MSI and S2-LIKE images were qualitatively analyzed. Figure 4 shows an example of LAI maps derived on DOY175 and the corresponding prediction error map (the difference between LAI map derived from S2-MSI image and the corresponding map derived from S2-LIKE image) and histogram. Similarly, maps and histograms are generated and analyzed for other biophysical variables and dates (not shown). Generally, visual assessment indicated (1) high spatial correlation between biophysical variables maps (from 0.64 to 0.98, except for DOY 202) and (2) no particular spatial pattern of prediction error: higher prediction error was generally noted for high biophysical variable values (Figure 4a-c) . Quantitatively, residuals indicated zero-centered Gaussian distributions for the prediction error for all the biophysical variables at all dates except for DOY 202 (e.g., Figure 4d ). Figure 5 presents density scatter plots between vegetation biophysical variables estimated using SL2P applied to S2-LIKE reflectance against the corresponding vegetation biophysical variables estimated using SL2P applied to S2-MSI reflectance on the same date. Estimates from all 13 acquisition dates (Table 2) were merged for the evaluation.
FCOVER, 10.02% (−2.77%) for FAPAR, 0.13 g/m 2 (0.17 g/m 2 ) for CCC, and 0.16 kg/m 2 (0.01 kg/m 2 ) for CWC. Figure 6 plots the RMSE values obtained between pairs of vegetation biophysical variables derived from S2-LIKE and S2-MSI images for the different prediction dates against RMSE values obtained between the corresponding pairs of surface reflectance datasets (average of RMSE values obtained from the different spectral bands for a given day Figure 7a indicates that LAI derived from S2-LIKE underestimates in situ data, as for estimates from S2-MSI (Figure 6d ). Lower bias (−0.17) was obtained for LAI estimates from S2-LIKE by comparison to bias obtained for estimates from S2-MSI (−0.24). However, slope obtained for LAI estimates from S2-LIKE (0.58) is~25% lower than slope obtained for LAI estimates from S2-MSI (0.78), and RMSE (0.83) was~45% higher (RMSE = 0.57 for LAI estimates from S2-MSI).
Validation of Vegetation Biophysical Variables Estimated from Synthetic Images
For FCOVER, Figure 7b shows that estimates from S2-LIKE fit well with in situ data, particularly for DOY 172 and DOY 202. Low bias (0.08) was obtained between estimates and in situ data compared to bias obtained for estimates from S2-MSI (-2.98). Nevertheless, the slope (0.83) was~15% lower than that from S2-LIKE (0.99), and the RMSE (13.73) is~15% higher than RMSE obtained for estimates from S2-MSI (11.80).
For CWC, Figure 7c ,f indicates that comparable statistics were obtained for estimates from S2-LIKE data (RMSE = 0.32; bias = 0.04; slope = 0.66) and estimates from S2-MSI (RMSE = 0.32; bias = 0.03; slope = 0.72). A wider scatter was noted for both datasets on DOY 202. Figure 8a shows temporal profiles of surface reflectance data on RED and NIR bands from daily S2-LIKE and available S2-MSI images for one typical (soybean) field over the study area. Vertical bars present the one standard deviation interval of values computed from pixels included in the field. For the overlapping dates (e.g., from 125 to 142, Table 2 ), S2-LIKE estimates were selected from the closest preceding (i.e., 122-142) or following (i.e., 125-162) prediction model. Other bands or sites are not included for brevity. Figure 8f presents the corresponding temporal profiles of derived vegetation biophysical variables from S2-LIKE and S2-MSI images using SL2P. In situ measurements of LAI, FCOVER and CWC, are included in these figures.
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Discussions
This research presents a first attempt at blending clear-sky S2-MSI and MODIS-NBAR images in order to produce time series of synthetic S2-LIKE products to supplement clear-sky S2-MSI images for applications, such as agricultural production monitoring, which require frequent medium spatial resolution surface reflectance images. S2-LIKE surface reflectance images and vegetation biophysical variables maps from the synthetic images were produced for 149 dates, and validated for thirteen (13) dates corresponding to the acquisition dates of the available S2-MSI images of the study area. These dates spanned rapid changes in surface conditions corresponding to the growth phase of all crops in the study area and offered both a realistic sampling of temporal gap sizes (from 10 to 40 days) and sufficient number of images for statistically reliable intercomparisons. Comparisons against in situ measurements were carried out for the three important stages for constraining crop productivity: DOY 165 (leaf emergence), 172 (vegetation growth), and DOY 202 (peak biomass). Ideally, additional comparisons during senescence/harvest and replicate sampling for each growth stage should be considered in further studies.
In terms of the estimation of surface reflectance, the typical error of between 2% to 6% across spectral bands is approximately twice than the end-to-end error estimate of 1-3% for surface reflectance over flat surfaces [42, 43] . This is expected given the use of temporal interpolation and the additional uncertainty in the NBAR product. However, for the most part, the error still meets the 5% radiometric requirement for S2-MSI [44] . Similar uncertainties (RMSE ≤ 6%) were obtained when applying PSRFM on Landsat-8 images over an area dominated by cropland and forestland [20] . Improved haze screening and correction may further reduce the uncertainty in S2-LIKE reflectance estimates as this will improve the calibration of PSFRM.
Our study did not consider complex topography or pixels with shadows or water bodies. These targets may increase the uncertainty of PSFRM [20] since a linear prediction model as a function of land cover may no longer apply. However, we note that there is also substantial (>5%) uncertainty in current S2-MSI surface reflectance estimates based on the Sen2Cor algorithm over complex topography [39] , so it may be premature to attempt to apply temporal interpolation over such areas until errors in the calibration S2-MSI images are understood and reduced.
Although the number of available dataset is limited for generalization, the estimation error of S2-LIKE reflectance showed an increasing function against to the time difference between the current date and the nearest calibration image (Min_∆t). For operational use, Min_∆t was expected to be relatively short due to (1) the use of all available S2A images (for this study S2A images are split into training and validation datasets) and the availability of S2B images (not available for this study). Consequently, we expect that the uncertainty of S2-LIKE surface reflectance data will further reduce if S2B-MSI data was also used as input.
The estimation error of S2-LIKE reflectance also varied with the presence of uncorrected atmospheric effects on S2-MSI images and the land cover. In fact, the low S2-LIKE surface reflectance uncertainty (RMSE ≤ 5%) obtained for DOY 145 with large Min_∆t (17 days) was explained by the low vegetation cover and the large uncertainty (RMSE up to 14%) obtained for DOY 202 with shorter Min_∆t (10 days) was explained by the haze observed within visible and near-infrared bands in the reference S2-MSI image. Residual atmospheric effects in S2-MSI surface reflectance data indicates issues with Sen2Cor atmospheric correction in the presence of haze. Similar issues were noted during systematic processing of Landsat Imager data and has led to the routine application of post-processing haze detection and removal algorithms [45] . The majority of haze removal algorithms rely on statistical multispectral relationships calibrated assuming a haze free set of pixels. In fact, if the calibration imagery is haze free and the interpolation duration short, PSFRM can be interpreted as an adaptive haze detection and removal. It would be interesting to compare PSFRM with other haze detection and removal algorithms.
Results confirmed that time series of vegetation biophysical variables (LAI, FCOVER, FAPAR, CCC, and CWC) could be estimated, with reasonable uncertainties and accuracies, from synthetic surface reflectance images predicted by blending clear-sky S2-MSI and MODIS-NBAR images (hypothesis 1). Vegetation biophysical variables maps derived from S2-LIKE surface reflectance images using SL2P compare well qualitatively and quantitatively with corresponding maps derived using SL2P with S2-MSI images. In addition to low biases between S2-LIKE and S2-MSI based products (2%, 4%, −6%, 23%, and 3% in comparison to the median values of LAI, FCOVER, FAPAR, CCC, and CWC, respectively), slopes between vegetation parameters maps (from 0.85 to 0.94) are closer to 1 than slopes obtained for surface reflectance datasets (from 0.65 to 0.85). In terms of uncertainty, the RMSE between estimates from S2-LIKE images and those from S2-MSI was 0.55 for LAI,~10% for FCOVER and FAPAR, and 0.13 g/m 2 for CCC and 0.16 kg/m 2 for CWC. This uncertainty cannot be neglected as it is comparable to the performance requirement for LAI (20% or 1 unit) and FCOVER (15%) [2] and it is later reflected in increased uncertainty when comparing S2-LIKE based estimates with in situ data versus estimates derived using S2-MSI data directly. Nevertheless, the increase in error when using S2-LIKE data is almost linearly related to error in input reflectance indicating that uncertainty could potentially be modelled as a function of the temporal gap size. For our study, an uncertainty of 2% (~6%) on S2-LIKE surface reflectance data (average value) produces an uncertainty of~0.2 (~0.6) units on LAI estimation,~5% (~15%) on FCOVER and FAPAR estimations,~0.06 g/m 2 (~0.20 g/m 2 ) on CCC, and~0.05 kg/m 2 (~0.2 kg/m 2 ) on CWC. These uncertainties may change with land surface condition and season so further studies should consider a systematic intercomparisons of products from interpolated and actual S2 imagery once larger datasets of products have been generated.
As expected, when compared to in situ measurements from SMAPVEX16, uncertainties of LAI and FCOVER estimates from S2-LIKE images were larger than uncertainties of LAI and FCOVER estimates from S2-MSI images (hypothesis 2). Although the difference between uncertainties was not significant for FCOVER (less than 2%), the uncertainty of LAI estimates from S2-LIKE images was 45% higher than the uncertainty of LAI estimates from S2-MSI images. However, equal uncertainties (also accuracies) were obtained for CWC estimates from S2-LIKE and CWC estimates from S2-MSI images. This may reflect more on the low accuracy and uncertainty of SL2P for CWC estimation than the lack of sensitivity of SL2P to interpolation [11] .
The scope of this study was limited to implementing and testing the intermediate and end-to-end performance of combining reflectance interpolation with a globally applicable algorithm for estimating multiple biophysical parameters simultaneously (SL2P). Future studies should compare this strategy with approaches that blend fine and coarse resolution parameter maps [24] [25] [26] [27] although there is still the difficulty of specifying the error covariation matrix of these maps, especially in terms of validating coarse resolution product [46] [47] [48] , required by both PSFRM and ESTARFM.
A complimentary approach to assessing the uncertainty of medium-resolution biophysical products derived from temporally interpolated reflectance data (e.g., S2-LIKE products) is to compare spatially upscaled versions of these products with products derived from high temporal frequency coarse resolution imagery (e.g., MODIS LAI, 42, 43, 44) . Since the retrieval algorithms differ between products a local assessment of the uncertainty of the coarse resolution products that depends on either spatially extensive in situ sampling [49] or careful positioning of these samples to develop an upscaling transfer function [50] . We did not have sufficient sampling to implement this strategy. Future studies should consider more extensive in situ sampling designs to allow for comparisons between products derived from coarse resolution time series with fine resolution products derived using a different retrieval algorithm.
This study validated time series of vegetation biophysical variables derived from synthetic S2-LIKE surface reflectance data using SL2P processor. The model validation was pessimistic since S2B images were not included. Furthermore, the validation was performed over targets with a large change in vegetation variables. It would be useful to validate over targets with little or no change to evaluate the accuracy and the uncertainty of this algorithm. It would be also useful to validate over different ecosystems and topography complexities prior to application of this approach to larger extents. A third limitation of the actual study is the sensitivity of PSFRM to the clustering strategy used to stratify the calibration process. Here, we used a default set of clusters recommended by Zhong and Zhou [20] . However, there may be improvements if clustering is based perhaps of similarity of not just spectra but derived variables. Finally, since MODIS has a limited life time, work on using other coarse resolution sensors such as the Sentinel-3/Ocean and Land Color Imager (OLCI) and Sentinel-3/The Sea and Land Surface Temperature Radiometer (SLTR) or the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer should be considered assuming an NBAR equivalent product can be derived from these sensors.
Conclusions
The objectives of this research were to determine if subweekly vegetation biophysical parameter products can be derived using Sentinel 2 imagery and to validate these derived products. Results over our mid-latitude site showed that it is possible to use synthetic S2-LIKE surface reflectance data, produced by blending clear-sky S2-MSI images from Sentinel 2A with daily BRDF-adjusted MODIS images, to provide subweekly time series of vegetation biophysical variables at medium resolution (~20 m). Uncertainties of vegetation biophysical variables maps derived from synthetic surface reflectance data mainly depend on the temporal interval from the closest clear-sky S2-MSI image used for training. For temporal intervals ranging from 3 to 10 days, comparable uncertainties were obtained for CWC and FCOVER maps derived from S2-LIKE images and the corresponding maps derived from S2-MSI images. However, uncertainty of LAI maps from S2-LIKE images is~45% larger than uncertainty of LAI maps from S2-MSI images. We hypothesize the addition of Sentinel 2B will decrease the uncertainty in reflectance estimates and subsequently the uncertainty in biophysical variable estimates due to a decrease in elapsed times between calibration dates and S2-LIKE image dates. This was the first study to perform end-to-end validation of multiple biophysical parameters and to confirm the relatively linear relationship between RMSE in predicted reflectance and RMSE of parameter estimates. While the study included a mixed land cover region specifically to pose a challenge to PSFRM it corresponds to a CEOS stage I validation [51] due to it being limited to a single growing season and location. Considering the relatively good end-to-end performance of the combination of PSFRM with the SEN2COR and SL2P processors and that all of these algorithms are globally applicable we recommend that this approach be tested over a broader range of conditions corresponding to CEOS stage II validation.
